REALISTIC WATERCOLOR FOR BEGINNERS
with Kelly Eddington

Week 4: Limited-Palette Portrait
Portraits are challenging, but they’re a lot less difficult when you cut your colors down to just a
few. You will get a chance to apply your knowledge of your facial features to work, and you’ll
also learn some secrets for painting quite a bit of wavy blonde hair.

REFERENCE PHOTO:

Paper Used:

Strathmore 400 Series
Watercolor Pads or Blocks
140lb. (300gsm) ● Cold
Press

Study the reference photo and draw the basic outlines with pencil. No shading. Your lines
should be dark enough for you to see easily. The paint that will cover these lines later can make
them hard to see, so go a little darker than you might think, but no need to make them black.
Use the template if you need help getting started.

Use a small tool (toothpick, awl, something sharp) to protect the highlights in her face-everywhere she’s white. Using a larger tool (old brush you can ruin or something similar), paint
the whitest parts of her hair in the direction it’s arranged. Use a light touch on the outside edges
of your highlights for a more natural look. Let this dry. Tape this to a board using blue painter’s
tape, or, if you’re using a block of watercolor paper, you don’t need to do anything.

Paint the entire surface of your paper with a mixture of 2-3 colors of your choice. Use a big
brush and quite a bit of water for this. Soak up any puddles and tip your paper to get the colors
to flow and blend together. This will create a medium-valued piece of paper that’s similar to the
one we made in the previous project. Allow this to dry for several hours or overnight.

Carefully remove the masking fluid from her face, but leave the masking fluid on her hair alone
for now. Select your dark colors(s): one or two colors that are darker than what you have on
your paper now.

Begin painting the eyes. Use the minimal amount of water it takes to stay in control. Less water
equals more control. Her lashes are a solid dark shape with a few individual lashes emerging
from it. The iris is light and doesn’t require much darkness--just an outside edge. A dark shadow
on the left side works its way into her eye and eyebrow. The eyebrow gets darker as you get
closer to that shadow.

For the nose, first suggest the nostril with a few small lines and shapes, and then block in the
large dark shadow on the left side.

If you drop paint onto a damp surface, it will diffuse softly and create a smooth, skin-like texture.
If places get too dark or you see a severe edge, absorb it gently with a slightly damp paper
towel.

Paint the top and bottom lips separately, making sure you leave a highlight in the middle of her
bottom lip. Give them some time to dry before you paint the line between the lips--it’s a little
darker on the left side. Skip around the face and fine-tune shadows as the paint dries. Be
patient as you build up layers.

To begin the hair, establish where the darkest parts are. Let the masking fluid help you figure
out where you are in the painting (keep it on for now). The hair will be looser than the face. Paint
the hair with strokes that mimic the way the hair has been arranged. The color of the paper will
be the medium values in the hair. The masking fluid will become the highlights. So what you’re
concentrating on here are the darkest values.

Mix a dark background color that will go from the outside edges and right into her hair. Allow the
background to be blurry and do what it wants to do. Sometimes a dark background will make
everything look too light all of a sudden, so you may want to adjust your shadows.

Remove the masking fluid from her hair. Continue to layer on dark hair shadows where you see
them, and simplify what you see. Concentrate on big shapes.

Integrate the highlights with the shadows using an old, fuzzy brush. Do what you can to soften
any severe edges.

Finishing touches: add details to the earring, and extra lip wrinkles and eyelashes if you think
she needs them.
Untape your painting, or, if you’re using a block, slip a ruler or knife into the gap on the side of
the block and move it along the outside edge to free the paper.

